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The process of nuclear fragmentation in interactions of 3.7A GeV 24Mg nuclei with the different target
nuclei in a nuclear emulsion have been investigated. The total charge distributions of nuclear fragments are
well described by the predictions of the extended Glauber model. The multiplicity and charge distributions of
fragments withZù5 in quasinucleon target events are found to agree satisfactorily with the calculations of the
bond percolation model. The fragmentation of the projectile nucleus depends strongly on the target mass. The
probability of interactions without any projectile fragments with chargesZ.2 is zero for a hydrogen target, but
increases by increasing the mass of the target. The disruption of a projectile nucleus is more severe in
interactions with the heavy target nuclei than with the light ones. The topology for the nuclear fragmentation
channels in interactions of the different projectiles with the different components of emulsion nuclei in the
energy range 3.7–200A GeV was analyzed. The average multiplicities and the relative rates of nuclear frag-
mentation channels from the incident nuclei are almost the same for all projectiles at different energies,
revealing that the modes of nuclear fragmentation are energy independent. The stripped processes with rela-
tivistic hydrogen and/or helium fragments are the dominant in all projectiles. Helium fragments are the most
frequent among the multiple charged fragments and the fractional yield of nuclear fragmentation channels
without projectile fragments heavier than helium fragments is about 27% of the total sample. The interactions
in which the projectile nuclei break up into single charged particles only represent<14% of the total sample
and are mostly due to central collisions in which the majority of projectile nucleons have participated in the
first stage of the collisions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear fragmentation and its possible connection with a
critical phenomenon or a phase transition has been the sub-
ject of intensive theoretical and experimental investigations
in the interactions of relativistic heavy nuclei. These studies
can provide information about the fragmentation mechanism
and liquid-gas phase transition process in hot nuclei and help
to trace the reaction mechanism of nucleus-nucleus interac-
tions [1–4]. According to the participant-spectator model
[5–7], the overlapping region of nuclear volumes of two col-
liding nuclei is called the participant part where multiple
production of new particles occur and the nuclear matter
breaks up into nucleons. This process is the first stage of the
collision, which is very rapid having a short time almost
equivalent to the time taken by light to cross the target
nucleus. The remaining parts of nuclei that do not participate
in the disintegration process are called the spectator regions
of projectile and target nuclei. During this production pro-
cess, a fraction of available energy is transferred to the spec-
tator parts of colliding nuclei, leaving those nuclear remnants
in an excited state. After this stage, the deexcitation of the
nuclear remnants takes place. The latter process, called
nuclear fragmentation, particularly the fragmentation of the
relativistic projectile nucleus, is interesting in this research.
The fragmentation of a heavy projectile leads to the emission
of fragments with a broad mass spectrum which extends
from the lightest fragments, i.e., nucleons, to the fragments
as heavy as the disintegrating projectile. This broad mass
range is correlated with the large range of fragment multi-
plicities. Thus one observes a large diversity of fragmenta-
tion modes, which may correspond to different breakup

mechanisms: from emission of a single heavy fragment or
through binary fission to a complete breakup into nucleons
[8–11].

The spectator fragments of the projectile nucleus have
momentum per nucleon almost equal to that of the parent
nucleus, so they are essentially emitted inside a narrow
forward-angular cone centered around the direction of the
incident beam, and remain relativistic. Hence, unlike the
fragments of the target nucleus, the heavy fragments of the
projectile nucleus are very easily and reliably distinguished
from all other particles emitted from the collision vertex
[12].

The emulsion technique allows studies of produced
charged particles and their distributions in space are with
higher accuracy and a larger acceptance than most of the
current counter experiments, although with rather limited
statistics. A great advantage of emulsions is that the same
projectile-target system can be studied at different available
energies with identical detectors and with identical analysis
criteria[13–16]. However, one of the main problems encoun-
tered in interpreting the results from nuclear emulsion ex-
periments is the nonhomogeneous composition of the emul-
sion, which basically consists of three groups of nuclei:
hydrogen, light(carbon, nitrogen, oxygen), and heavy(bro-
mine, silver). The separation of a minimum bias sample of
24Mg interactions with the three main groups of target nuclei
allowed us to make simultaneous analyses of fragmentation
processes of the projectile and the target nuclei as well as
studying the production processes as a function of the target
mass, taking full advantage of the nuclear emulsion tech-
nique [14,15].
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Competing models suggest different decay mechanisms
and experiments have yet to discriminate between several
theoretical scenarios that ranged from the sequential decay of
the compound nucleus[17,18] to statistical nuclear models
[19,20] and percolation models[21–23]. The percolation
models predicted a power law distribution in fragment sizes
near the critical point[21,22]. These models still enjoy great
popularity and have been employed in the analysis of Au
multifragmentation data obtained by the EOS Collaboration
[24,25].

The aim of the present paper is to investigate the breakup
of relativistic 24Mg nuclei during interactions with the differ-
ent target nuclei in nuclear emulsionsEmd at 3.7A GeV. The
experimental data for different charges of relativistic nuclei
that emerge in the incident24Mg projectile on emulsion tar-
gets are compared with the predictions of the two theoretical
models. The topological structure of24Mg nuclear fragments
is studied and compared with those obtained by Adamovich
et al. [26] in interactions of 3.7A GeV 28Si, 14.6A GeV 28S,
and 200A GeV 32S projectiles with the target emulsion nu-
clei.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experimental data have been obtained from nuclear
track emulsion, which was used as a target. The stack was
composed of BR-2 nuclear emulsion pellicles with dimen-
sions of 10320 cm2 and 600mm thick was exposed hori-
zontally to24Mg ions with energy 3.7A GeV at the DUBNA
Synchrophasotron. The sensitivity of emulsion was about 30
grains per unit length of 100mm for singly charged particles
with minimal ionization. Primary interactions were found
along-the-track double scanning(fast in the forward and
slow in the backward) of the processed emulsion plates un-
der high magnification. A total of 1025 inelastic interactions
of 24Mg projectile with emulsion nuclei were picked up by
along 98.50 m of primary track length, leading to a mean
free path of 9.61±0.30 cm, which correspond to a total in-

elastic cross section of 1335±42 mb. The present measured
values of24Mg in emulsion are in systematic agreement with
those measured previously for different systems[27,28], re-
flecting the high efficiency of scanning. The scanning details,
the classifications of charged secondary tracks, and the pro-
jectile fragments were presented previously[28].

In each event,Zmax is the maximum possible charge of a
given projectile fragment. The total stripped charge of the
projectile fragmentsQ is defined asQ=oiniZi, whereni is
the number of projectile fragments with chargeZi ù1 and the
summation is carried out over all such fragments in an event.
The numbers of fast singly charged fragmentssZ=1d, helium
projectile fragmentssZ=2d, and heavier projectile fragments
(PF) with chargeZù3 are denoted bynp, na, andnf, respec-
tively.

Nuclear emulsion is a composite medium composed of
hydrogen sH,At=1d, light sCNO,At=14d, and heavy
sAgBr,At=94d nuclei. Certainly, there are also other nuclei
in emulsions, but their concentrations are too small to be
taken into account[14]. The separation technique, which has
been used here, is based on the numbernh of target frag-
ments. Events withnh=0,1 aremainly due to24Mg-H inter-
actions (free and quasifree nucleon) and interactions with
other targets(interactions with only one bound nucleon in
CNO or AgBr target nuclei). The events having 2ønhø7are
mostly interactions with CNO targets with some admixture
of peripheral 24Mg-AgBr interactions. All events withnh
ù8 are only due to24Mg-AgBr interactions. By following
Refs.[7,29,30], this classification of the group of events with
nh=0−1, 2–7, andù8 can be used to elucidate the nature of
the interactions with the three components H, CNO, and
AgBr of target emulsion nuclei, respectively.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Table I shows the event statistics for the present sample
with the total projectile destruction(TD) compared with
three samples given by the EMU01 Collaboration[26]. TD

TABLE I. The statistics of events in interactions of24Mg, 28Si, and 32S projectiles with the various
components of target emulsion nuclei at different energies.

Projectile 24Mg 28Si 32S

EnergysA GeVd 3.7 3.7 14.6 200

Total number of collisions 1025 1986 955 775

nh=0,1 211 443 265 283

nh=2–7 364 734 328 234

nhù8 450 809 362 258

Ns2ønhø7d /Nsnhù8d 0.81±0.08 0.91±0.07 0.91±0.09 0.91±0.12

Events with the total destruction of the projectile
nucleus withsZø2d
nh=0,1 38 75 58 50

nh=2–7 153 265 135 80

nhù8 330 557 273 166

Ns2ønhø7d /Nsnhù8d 0.46±0.06 0.48±0.05 0.49±0.07 0.48±0.09

Reference present work [26] [26] [26]
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events are defined as those events where only projectile frag-
ments with chargeZø2 remain[26]. The present measured
values are seen to be in systematic agreement with those
obtained from other interactions. The ratio between the num-
ber of collisions having 2ønhø7 (CNO and peripheral
AgBr target nuclei) and the number of collisions withnh
ù8 (only AgBr target nuclei) is independent of the beam
energy.

Based on a geometrical formula of Bradt and Peters[31]
for inelastic nucleus-nucleus interactions, Adamovichet al.
[26] have parametrized the cross section of TD events such
that

sTD = s1.58A1
0.026d2sA1

1/3 + A2
1/3 − 0.85A1

0.38d2 fm2, s1d

whereA1 and A2 denote the mass numbers of colliding nu-
clei. Table II illustrates the comparison between the experi-
mental and calculated percentages of TD events in interac-
tions of 24Mg s3.7A GeVd, 28Si (3.7A GeV and 14.6A GeV),
and 32S s200A GeVd projectiles with the targets of nuclear
emulsion. The fraction of TD events for each group of target
nuclei is the same within the errors at all energies and agrees
well with the predictions of Eq.(1). This agreement was also
observed in Refs. [26,29] for 28Si (3.7A GeV and
14.6A GeV), and 32S s200A GeVd. Therefore one can con-
clude that the yield of total destruction of events is energy
independent within the range 4–200A GeV.

Table III shows that the average multiplicities of the dif-
ferent charged projectile fragments in interactions of24Mg
projectile with different components(different ranges ofnh,

i.e., H, CNO,Em, and AgBr nuclei) of emulsion nuclei are in
a similar trend with those obtained previously for22Ne [32]
and 28Si [7] beam interactions with groups of emulsion nu-
clei at Dubna energy. The dependence of average projectile
fragment numbers on the target mass is clear in the case of
chargeZù3. As the target mass increases, the average mul-
tiplicities of fragmentsknfl with chargesZù3 decrease sub-
stantially. The mean number of helium fragmentsknal
stripped in the interactions with heavy target nucleisAgBrd is
smaller than that stripped in the collisions with hydrogen
target nuclei. No target mass dependence is, however, seen in
the emission of fast singly charged projectile fragments.

Table IV presents the mean multiplicities of projectile
fragmentsknfl3100 with chargeZ of the total sample(nh

ù0, i.e.,Em) and the quasinucleon events(nh=0,1, i.e., H)
in interactions of 3.7A GeV 24Mg, 3.7A GeV 28Si [26],
14.6A GeV 28Si [26], 200A GeV 32S [26] with emulsion nu-
clei. It is clear that the average multiplicity of all fragments
knfl is the same within statistical errors in the case of the
total sample at Dubna, BNL, and SPS energies. In the quasi-
nucleon events, if one combines all chargessZù3d, the av-
erage multiplicity for these fragments is the same within er-
rors at different projectile energies. The helium nuclei are the
most frequent among the multiple charged fragments. The
average multiplicity of He fragmentsknal is almost more
than ten times greater than the yield of any other fragments
knfl, which suggests that the emission of these fragments
does not depend on the energy of the incident nucleus. Ref-
erence.[33] has been shown that the ratio between He and H

TABLE II. Percentage of the total projectile destruction(TD) events in interactions of24Mg, 28Si and32S
projectiles with the various components of target emulsion nuclei at different energies.

Projectile 24Mg 28Si 32Si

EnergysA GeVd 3.7 3.7 14.6 200

Expt.% Calc.% Expt.% Calc.% Expt.% Expt.% Calc.%

nh=0,1 18±2 16 17±2 21 18±2 18±3 18

nh=2–7 42±3 47 37±3 47 40±3 35±5 43

nhù8 73±4 70 66±4 68 71±4 65±6 65

Reference present work [26] [26]

TABLE III. The average multiplicities of the different chargedsZd projectile fragments stripped in22Ne
[32], 24Mg, and28Si [7] beams interactions with the various emulsion groups of nuclei at 3.7A GeV.

Fragment chargeZ Projectile nucleus H CNO Em AgBr Ref.

1 22N 1.17±0.02 1.47±0.04 1.36±0.02 1.37±0.03 [32]
24Mg 1.38±0.09 1.99±0.08 1.61±0.04 1.41±0.06 present work
28Si 1.36±0.10 1.59±0.10 1.53±0.05 1.54±0.07 [7]

2 22N 1.02±0.04 0.92±0.03 0.82±0.02 0.63±0.02 [32]
24Mg 1.11±0.09 0.96±0.06 0.86±0.03 0.67±0.04 present work
28Si 1.34±0.10 1.24±0.08 1.06±0.03 0.85±0.04 [7]

ù3 22N 0.79±0.03 0.57±0.02 0.48±0.01 0.21±0.01 [32]
24Mg 0.80±0.08 0.62±0.03 0.49±0.03 0.26±0.02 present work
28Si 0.81±0.06 0.67±0.04 0.49±0.02 0.23±0.01 [7]
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fragments decreases as the overlap between the colliding nu-
clei increases(see Table III). The cascade evaporation model
[33] does not account for the existence of sucha structures
inside the nuclei and significantly underestimates the yield of
the doubly charged fragments.

Figures 1(a)–1(d) exhibit the comparison of calculated to-
tal charge distributions of nuclear fragments(noninteracting
projectile fragments) PsQd with those experimentally mea-
sured in interactions of the24Mg projectile with different
components of emulsion nuclei at 3.7A GeV. The curves are
calculated according to the Glauber extended model[34]. It
can be clearly seen that Figs. 1(a)–1(d) prove good agree-
ment between the experimental and calculated distributions.
The shapes of the distributions are very different. The depen-
dence of the total chargeQ of the spectator fragments on the
impact parameter(indicated by nh) can also be noticed in
Figs. 1(a)–1(d), i.e., these distributions depend strongly on
the mass of the target nuclei. For the collisions with quasi-
nucleon target(i.e., 24Mg-H events) the Q distribution is
peaked close to the chargeZp of the primary, and essentially
does not extend belowZp/2while in the collisions with
heavier targets(i.e., 24Mg-AgBr events) the distribution is
almost flat over the entireQ range. This behavior results in
the decrease ofkQl with the increase of the target mass(see
Table III). The differences in the fragmentation of the pro-
jectile nucleus on various targets are apparent. The probabil-
ity of interactions without any projectile fragments with
chargesZ.2 are zero for a hydrogen target, but it increases
with the increasing of the target mass. An opposite tendency
is observed for events with only one fragment. All the above
observations show that the disruption of the magnesium
nucleus is more severe in interactions with heavy nuclei than
with lighter ones.

For more comparison with the present experiment, a site
percolation model[35–37] in which the nucleus is consid-
ered as a cubic lattice,[7,26] in which every lattice site rep-
resents a single nucleon and each nucleon(lattice site) has
bonds to its adjacent nucleons, has been chosen. Each bond
is randomly unbroken or broken. Only one parameterP
called probability concentration, the probability of breaking
a bonds1-Pd is introduced after the dimension of the lattice
is set. For the present experimental results, a simple cubic
lattice is a good approximation and the calculated mass dis-
tribution is converted into a charge distribution by consider-
ing all A=3,4 isotopes to beZ=2 andA=5,6 isotopes to be
Z=3, etc. Figure 2 illustrates the average chargeknsZdl dis-
tribution of Zù2 projectile fragments in24Mg interactions
with the quasinucleon targetsnh=0,1d at 3.7A GeV com-
pared with the predictions of the bond-percolation model for
P=0.55 andP=0.60. These calculations are in good agree-
ment with the measured charge distribution forZù5; also a
rise in Z=2 is predicted. But forZ,5, the model prediction
does not fit well the experimental data.

The critical value ofP is about 0.75[26] and hence the fit
for P<0.55 indicates that the breakup appears from subcriti-
cal systems on the average. Naturally, no kind of pre-formed
a substructures is introduced in the percolation simulation,
which may be the reason for the underestimation of the He
yield [26].

Figure 3 shows the multiplicity distributions ofZù2 frag-
ments in the present24Mg and 28Si [26] incident beams on
the quasinucleon(H-target) type compared to the calcula-
tions of the bond percolation approach withP=0.55 andP
=0.60. It is seen that the model predictions are in satisfactory
agreement with the experimental data.

TABLE IV. The average multiplicities of projectile fragmentsknfl3100 stripped in quasinucleon eventssHd and in minimum-bias events
sEmd.

knfl3100

3.7A GeV 14.6A GeV 200A GeV

ChargeZ 24Mg-H 24Mg-Em 28Si-H 28Si-Em 28Si-H 28Si-Em 32Si-H 32Si-Em

2 110.9±8.8 85.9±3.4 121.0±8.0 96.0±3.0 100.0±9.0 98.0±3.0 78.0±3.0 85.0±5.0

3 2.4±1.1 3.6±0.6 3.7±0.9 4.1±0.5 2.6±1.0 3.3±0.5 2.8±1.1 3.5±0.7

4 4.7±1.5 4.4±0.7 4.6±1.1 3.8±0.2 4.0±1.4 3.7±0.4 2.8±1.1 4.0±0.7

5 5.2±1.6 6.2±0.8 4.4±1.0 4.7±0.5 5.3±1.5 4.2±0.5 2.5±1.0 3.7±0.7

6 7.6±2.0 6.2±0.8 8.8±1.5 6.1±0.6 6.0±1.5 5.4±0.5 3.5±1.1 4.8±0.8

7 9.5±2.2 6.5±0.8 8.1±1.4 6.0±0.6 4.5±1.3 5.1±0.5 4.6±1.3 4.9±0.8

8 10.4±2.3 6.3±0.8 9.0±1.5 6.1±0.6 6.0±1.5 5.5±0.5 5.3±1.4 5.5±0.9

9 8.1±2.0 4.4±0.7 7.4±1.4 5.5±0.5 7.2±1.7 5.4±0.5 7.8±1.7 5.4±0.9

10 11.4±2.5 4.5±0.7 9.5±1.6 5.4±0.5 6.0±1.5 5.7±0.5 5.3±1.4 4.9±0.8

11 11.4±2.5 4.3±0.1 6.7±1.9 4.0±0.5 7.2±1.7 4.4±0.5 6.4±1.6 4.5±0.8

12 9.5±2.2 2.7±0.5 10.4±1.6 4.5±0.5 14.7±2.5 4.1±0.5 5.9±1.4 4.3±0.7

13 6.2±1.3 3.2±0.4 9.8±2.0 3.0±0.4 7.1±1.6 3.4±0.7

14 6.5±1.3 2.3±0.3 7.5±1.7 2.5±0.3 14.5±2.4 6.3±0.9

15 12.4±2.2 5.9±0.9

16 6.0±1.5 2.6±0.6

ù3 80.2±8.3 49.1±2.7 85.0±6.0 56.0±2.0 82.0±7.0 53.0±3.0 86.0±7.0 64.0±4.0

Ref. present work present work [26] [26] [26] [26] [26] [26]
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To know about the degree of “peripherality” and/or “cen-
trality” of an event, the information about the impact param-
etersbd between the centers of two colliding nuclei is neces-
sary from the geometrical point of view. This parameter
determines the number of interacting nucleons from both
projectile and target nuclei. It is an unobserved physical
quantity and if a certain degree of precision in the experi-
mental analysis is sought, then an observable measurable
quantity should be chosen as a measure for this parameter.
The experimental qualitative measure is usually chosen to be
either the total charge of the projectile spectatorsQ or the
heavy-ionizing-particle multiplicitynh (which is a target size
parameter) or both. The number of interacting projectile
nucleonsNint can be estimated event-by-event from the fol-
lowing formula:

Nint = Ap − SAp

Zp
DQ, s2d

whereAp sZpd is the mass(charge) number of the projectile
nucleus. The dependence of the average number of interact-
ing projectile nucleonskNintl on the degrees of disintegration
of the target nuclei(collision geometry, i.e., different impact
parameter) in 24Mg-Em interactions is represented in Fig. 4.
This figure indicates that even in collisions where no or very
little excitation of target occurs(i.e., nh=0,1), some of the
projectile nucleons take part in the interaction. As expected,
the average number of interacting projectile nucleons in-
creases substantially asnh increases from peripheral to cen-
tral collisions but attains a more or less constant value for
extreme central collisions. The average highest value of

FIG. 1. (a)–(d) The experimental(points with error bars) and calculated(curves) total charge distributions of nuclear fragments stripped
in the interactions of 3.7A GeV 24Mg projectile with: (a) H, free and quasifree nucleon typesnh=0,1d, (b) CNO types2ønhø7d, (c) Em
nuclei snhù0d, and(d) AgBr type snhù8d. The curves are the predictions of the extended Glauber model.
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kNintl in this experiment is 22.85±0.83, implying the partici-
pation of nearly 95% of projectile nucleons in the collision
process. These events, representing almost 5% of the total
sample, are examples of extreme central collisions where it is
expected that almost all nucleons of the projectile and the
majority nucleons of the heavy AgBr target nuclei take part
in the collision[7,38,39]. These events are potentially useful
for seeking evidence for the formation of quark-gluon
plasma.

The topology summarized in Table V for the nuclear frag-
mentation modes of the visible channels in incident24Mg
projectile on the different components of emulsion nuclei at
3.7A GeV compared with those yield in28Si (3.7A GeV and
14.6A GeV) and 32S s200A GeVd beams interactions with
the same targets of emulsion nuclei[26]. Some or all H
fragments represent the participant nucleons, so that the sum
of charges of all projectile fragments in each channel must be
Zp. The fractions of the present sample, within the statistical
errors, are very close to those obtained previously for differ-
ent projectiles at different energies[26]. After a keen exami-
nation of Table V, the following points can be drawn:

(i) The relative rates of nuclear fragmentation channels
from the incident nuclei are almost the same fraction for all
projectiles at different energies, revealing that the modes of
nuclear fragmentation are energy independent.

(ii ) The stripped processes with relativistic hydrogen
and/or helium fragments are the dominant in all projectiles.

(iii ) The majority of the multiple charged fragments are
helium nuclei and yields are up tona=sZp−2d /2. The chan-
nels in which several heavy fragmentssZmaxù3d are stripped
from the projectile nuclei are also accompanied by several
alpha particles. The fractional yield of nuclear fragmentation
channels without any projectile fragments heavier than he-
lium fragments(channels that having only fragments with
Zmaxø2 andnf =0) is about 27% of the total sample and the
most frequent in these channels are those with one alpha
fragment which represents almost 10% for all projectiles.

(iv) There are considerable numbers of interactions in
which the projectile nuclei break up into single charged par-
ticles only(the channels having only the fast moving hydro-
gen fragments withZmax=1 andna=nf =0). These interac-
tions represent<14% of all the analyzed events and are
mostly due to central collisions in which the majority of
projectile nucleons have participated in the first stage of the
collisions, i.e., in the process of particle production[1].

(v) The disruptive heavy projectile fragments that have

FIG. 2. Charge distributions of nuclear projectile fragments
emerged in24Mg interactions with quasinucleon targetsnh=0,1d at
3.7A GeV. The curves are calculated by the bond percolation model
with parametersP=0.55 and 0.60.

FIG. 3. The multiplicity distributions of projectile fragments
with chargeZù2 in interactions of 3.7A GeV 24Mg, 3.7A GeV 28Si
[26], and 14.6A GeV 28Si [26] incident beams on the quasinucleon
target. The curves are calculated according to the percolation
model.

FIG. 4. The relation between the average number of interacting
projectile nucleonskNintl and the number of heavily target frag-
mentsnh in 24MgEm interactions at 3.7A GeV.
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TABLE V. Topology of the present 3.7A GeV 24Mg nuclear fragmentation is compared with those obtained in28Si and 32S incident
projectiles on emulsion nuclei at 3.7, 14.6A GeV and 200A GeV [26].

Projectile Channels nh Fractions%d of total sample Reference

0–1 2–7 ù8 ù0
24Mg at 3.7A GeV Mg 20 8 28 2.73±0.52 present work

Na+H 24 19 1 44 4.29±0.66

Ne+He 5 1 6 4.49±0.68

Ne+2H 19 15 6 40

F+He+H 8 2 10 4.39±0.67

F+3H 9 20 6 35

O+Be 1 1 6.34±0.81

O+2He 6 2 8

O+He+2H 11 14 6 31

O+4H 5 12 8 25

N+B 1 1 6.54±0.82

N+Be+H 1 1

N+2He+H 5 2 1 8

N+He+3H 12 19 1 32

N+5H 3 16 6 25

C+Li+He+H 1 1 6.15±0.80

C+Li+3H 1 1

C+3He 1 1

C+2He+2H 2 2 4 8

C+He+4H 8 14 8 30

C+6H 4 7 11 22

B+Be+He+H 1 1 6.24±0.80

2B+2H 1 1

B+3He+H 2 2 4

B+2He+3H 3 6 2 11

B+He+5H 4 13 12 29

B+7H 1 12 5 18

2Be+He+2H 1 1 4.29±0.66

2Be+4H 1 1

Be+Li+He+3H 1 1

Be+3He+2H 1 1

Be+2He+4H 4 3 1 8

Be+He+6H 3 4 11 18

Be+8H 5 9 14

Li+3He+3H 1 1 2 3.61±0.60

Li+2He+5H 2 4 4 10

Li+He+7H 1 6 9 16

Li+9H 1 5 3 9

5He+2H 4 4 2 10 27.41±1.85

4He+4H 9 14 5 28

3He+6H 13 12 13 38

2He+8H 9 37 51 97

He+10H 4 38 66 108

12H 3 34 112 149 14.54±1.27

Oa 9 83 92 8.98±0.98

all 211 364 450 1025
28Si at 3.7A GeV Si 28 13 6 47 2.38±0.35 [26]
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TABLE V. (Continued.)

Projectile Channels nh Fractions%d of total sample Reference

Al+H 27 37 6 70 3.54±0.43

Mg+He 16 4 20 4.46±0.49

Mg+2H 29 34 5 68

Na+He+H 15 10 25 4.05±0.46

Na+3H 14 24 17 55

Ne+2He 8 2 1 11 5.52±0.54

Ne+He+H 16 18 6 40

Ne+4H 17 27 14 58

F+2He+H 7 10 1 18 5.67±0.55

F+He+3H 13 16 10 39

F+5H 12 29 14 55

O+C 1 1 6.08±0.57

O+Be+2H 1 1

O+3He 2 3 1 6

O+2He+2H 12 7 2 21

O+He+4H 18 24 10 52

O+6H 5 22 12 39

N+C 1 1 5.87±0.56

N+B+H 3 3

N+3He+H 1 3 2 6

N+2He+3H 11 15 4 30

N+He+5H 19 17 9 45

N+7H 4 11 16 31

2C+2H 1 1 2 5.87±0.56

C+B+2He 1 1

C+B+He+H 1 2 3

C+B+3H 1 1

C+Be+4H 1 1

C+Li+He+3H 1 1 1 3

C+Li+5H 1 1

C+3He+2H 3 3 1 7

C+2He+4H 18 16 6 40

C+He+6H 8 14 13 35

C+8H 2 12 8 22

B+Be+He+3H 1 1 4.30±0.48

B+Be+5H 1 1 2

B+Li+He+4H 2 2

B+Li+6H 2 2

B+3He+3H 3 5 8

B+2He+5H 4 11 5 20

B+He+7H 4 18 10 32

B+9H 2 7 9 18

2Be+He+4H 1 1 3.34±0.42

2Be+6H 1 1

Be+Li+He+5H 1 1

Be+4He+2H 1 1

Be+3He+4H 2 1 2 5

Be+2He+6H 6 5 3 14
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TABLE V. (Continued.)

Projectile Channels nh Fractions%d of total sample Reference

Be+He+8H 6 8 9 23

Be+10H 3 7 10 20

2Li+He+6H 2 2 4 3.49±0.43

2Li+8H 1 1 2

Li+5He+H 1 1

Li+4He+3H 2 2

Li+3He+5H 2 1 2 5

Li+2He+7H 5 5 6 16

Li+He+9H 3 6 11 20

Li+11H 1 6 12 19

6He+2H 5 1 6 27.75±1.34

5He+4H 4 6 3 13

4He+6H 11 27 8 46

3He+8H 26 45 51 122

2He+10H 16 59 78 153

He+12H 10 66 132 208

14H 3 60 227 290 14.68±0.92

Oa 1 58 59 2.99±0.39

all 433 733 809 1975
28Si at 14.6A GeV Si 20 7 27 2.83±0.55 [26]

Al+H 26 15 1 42 4.40±0.69

Mg+He 8 8 6.07±0.82

Mg+2H 31 15 4 50

Na+He+H 7 2 9 4.29±0.65

Na+3H 12 18 2 32

Ne+2He 1 1 2 4.19±0.68

Ne+He+H 9 8 2 19

Ne+4H 6 11 2 19

F+2He+H 3 2 1 6 3.98±0.66

F+He+3H 9 7 3 19

F+5H 6 4 3 13

O+3He 1 1 2 5.55±0.78

O+2He+2H 4 3 1 8

O+He+4H 6 11 6 23

O+6H 5 8 7 20

N+Be+2H 1 1 5.65±0.79

N+Li+4H 1 1 2

N+3He+H 1 1 2

N+2He+3H 3 5 3 11

N+He+5H 7 10 8 25

N+7H 7 6 13

2C+2H 1 1 6.18±0.83

C+Be+He+2H 1 1

C+Li+5H 1 1

C+3He+2H 1 1 2

C+2He+4H 5 7 6 18

C+He+6H 5 6 7 18

C+8H 3 6 9 18
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TABLE V. (Continued.)

Projectile Channels nh Fractions%d of total sample Reference

B+Be+He+3H 1 1 4.29±0.65

B+2Li+3H 1 1

B+3He+3H 1 1 2

B+2He+5H 2 8 1 11

B+He+7H 9 8 5 22

B+9H 1 2 1 4

2Be+He+4H 1 1 2 3.77±0.64

2Be+6H 1 1

Be+Li+He+5H 1 1

Be+5He 1 1

Be+3He+4H 3 2 5

Be+2He+6H 3 1 4

Be+He+8H 1 6 6 13

Be+10H 1 7 1 9

Li+4He+3H 2 2 3.14±0.58

Li+3He+5H 1 2 3

Li+2He+7H 3 5 1 9

Li+He+9H 1 5 3 9

Li+11H 3 4 7

6He+2H 1 1 26.49±1.87

5He+4H 6 6 2 14

4He+6H 4 7 9 20

3He+8H 13 23 14 50

2He+10H 16 19 34 69

He+12H 8 31 60 99

14H 5 32 103 140 14.66±1.33

Oa 1 1 41 43 4.50±0.70

all 265 328 362 955
32S at 200A GeV S 17 3 20 2.58±0.58 [26]

P+H 35 10 1 46 5.94±0.90

Si+He 14 14 6.32±0.93

Si+2H 27 6 2 35

Al+He+H 1 1 3.35±0.67

Al+3H 17 6 2 25

Mg+Li+H 1 1 4.39±0.77

Mg+2He 2 1 3

Mg+He+2H 1 1 2 4

Mg+4H 11 11 4 26

Na+He+3H 2 3 5 4.52±0.78

Na+5H 16 9 5 30

Ne+2He+2H 1 1 2 4.90±0.81

Ne+He+4H 4 4 2 10

Ne+6H 11 11 4 26

F+3He+H 1 1 5.42±0.86

F+2He+3H 1 1 2

F+He+5H 9 3 1 13

F+7H 11 9 6 26

O+3He+2H 2 1 3 5.55±0.87
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TABLE V. (Continued.)

Projectile Channels nh Fractions%d of total sample Reference

O+2He+4H 1 2 3

O+He+6H 7 9 3 19

O+8H 5 7 6 18

N+Be+He+3H 1 1 4.90±0.81

N+Li+He+4H 1 1

N+4He+H 3 3

N+3He+3H 2 1 3

N+2He+5H 3 1 1 5

N+He+7H 5 5 6 16

N+9H 1 3 5 9

2C+He+2H 1 1 4.65±0.79

C+Be+He+4H 1 1

C+Be+6H 1 1

C+Li+He+5H 1 1

C+3He+4H 1 1

C+2He+6H 3 6 2 11

C+He+8H 2 8 2 12

C+10H 2 3 3 8

2B+He+4H 1 1 3.35±0.67

2B+6H 1 1 2

B+Be+2He+3H 1 1

B+Be+He+5H 1 1

B+Li+He+6H 1 1

B+3He+5H 1 1 2

B+2He+7H 2 3 2 7

B+He+9H 1 1 2 4

B+11H 1 6 7

2Be+He+6H 1 1 3.35±0.67

2Be+8H 1 1

Be+Li+2He+5H 1 1

Be+Li+He+7H 1 1

Be+3He+6H 1 1 1 3

Be+2He+8H 2 1 5 8

Be+He+10H 2 3 5

Be+12H 2 4 6

2Li+He+8H 1 1 2.58±0.58

Li+2He+9H 1 4 2 7

Li+He+11H 1 4 3 8

Li+13H 1 3 4

7He+2H 1 1 22.19±1.87

6He+4H 1 1

5He+6H 7 1 1 9

4He+8H 6 10 3 19

3He+10H 8 12 8 28

2He+12H 6 27 22 55

He+14H 7 17 35 59

Oa 15 13 96 124 16.00±1.55

all 283 234 258 775

aNo fragmentation inside the forward cone.
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Zmaxù9 (channels of P, Si, Al, Mg, Na, Ne, and F stripped
nuclei having average binding energy per nucleonkEBl are
greater than 8 MeV) associated with the hydrogen fragments
are mostly abundant while their disruption accompanied by
the helium fragments are the next one at all energies.

(vi) For all systems, the yields of relativistic He frag-
ments accompanied by one of the projectile fragments hav-
ing maximum charges in the range of 3øZmaxø8 (channels
of O, N, C, B, Be, and Li fragmented nuclei that have
kEBl,8 MeV) are more of a contribution than the fragmen-
tation of these nuclei associated with H fragments only.

(vii ) The least percentage for the nuclear fragmentation
processes is 2.5% in the case of the emerged single heavier
fragment and has the same charge of the incident projectile
sZmax=Zpd for all beams. These channels are mostly due to
the elastic scattering events, high energyd rays and low en-
ergy e+ e− pairs [28].

(viii ) The nuclear fragmentation processes of the incident
projectile into two stripped nuclei or double fragmented nu-
clei are rare at all energies. For example, the channels of the
24Mg projectile fragmented into once: for O+Be, N+B, N
+Be, C+Li, 2B, and 2Be stripped nuclei represents 0.6% of
the total sample. It can be noted that there is no significant
evidence for binary fission produced enhancement in the 3
øZmaxø8 region in these channels, such as that seen at
lower energies with the197Au projectile [9]. The authors of
Refs. [9,14] have reported a similar result in interactions of
gold nuclei with emulsion targets at 10.6A GeV energies.

(xi) As expected, the stripped heavier projectile frag-
ments are the most abundant in the interactions with the light
target nuclei(H, CNO; the gentle low excitation energy pro-
cesses) while the lighter projectile fragments emerged en-
hancement in the interactions with the heavy target nuclei(
AgBr; the violent high excitation energy processes), indicat-
ing the role of the impact parameter collision in the fragmen-
tation mechanism.

(x) For a hydrogen target there are no events withnf =0,
while 80% of events have only one fragment withZmax.2.
For heavier targetssAgBrd, the fraction of events withnf

=0 increases with increasing target mass. Also the number of
released protons and helium fragments from24Mg, 28Si, and
32S projectiles in interactions with heavy nuclei is three
times and twice as large as in interactions with light nuclei,
respectively. Again, these facts lead to the conclusion that the
disruption of the residual projectile nuclei is more pro-
nounced in interactions with heavy nuclei than with light
ones. The same result has been reported previously in inter-
actions of 10.6A GeV gold nuclei with light and heavy target
nuclei in nuclear emulsion[10].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The nuclear fragmentation properties in interactions of a
3.7A GeV 24Mg projectile with the different nuclei of
nuclear emulsion are investigated. These results have been
compared with the present calculations that are based on the
extended Glauber model and percolation approach as well as
the other experimental data. After this study we reach the
following important conclusions:

The experimental cross sections of total projectile de-
struction events are reproduced by the geometrical formula
of Bradt and Peters. The charge, size, and multiplicity distri-
butions of projectile fragments are nearly the same in energy
ranged from 3.7 to 200A GeV. Thus the limiting fragmenta-
tion hypothesis is achieved in the nuclear processes of the
projectile fragmentations.

The total charge distributions of nuclear fragments are
well described by the predictions of the extended Glauber
model. For quasinucleon target events, the size of the frag-
menting system is well defined; the multiplicity and charge
distributions of fragments withZù5 are found to agree well
with the calculations of the bond percolation model. Also the
single parameterP of this model is sensitive to the distribu-
tions of fragments.

The fragmentation of the projectile magnesium nucleus
depends strongly on the target mass. This is manifested in
different average multiplicities of the chargedZ of fragments
and the distributions of the total chargeQ confined in mul-
tiple charged projectile fragments. In the lighter target
nucleus, the more frequent are heavier projectile fragments
and the larger mean values of the total charge confined in
multiple charged projectile fragments.

The magnesium projectile nucleus is bigger than the light
target nucleisH,CNOd; all interactions with hydrogen target
and the majority of interactions with light nucleisCNOd are
peripheral. Only for24Mg interactions with heavy target nu-
clei sAgBrd the number of intranuclear collisions is large,
leading to events with small chargeZ of the heaviest frag-
ment of the projectile and also a small total chargeQ
emerged forward, showing a greater degree of breakup of the
projectile nucleus by the heavy targets.

The relative rates of nuclear fragmentation channels from
incident nuclei are almost the same fraction for all projectiles
at different energies, revealing that the modes of nuclear
fragmentation are energy independent. The stripped pro-
cesses with relativistic hydrogen and/or helium fragments are
dominant in all projectiles. The majority of the multiple
charged fragments are helium nuclei and the fragmentation
channels in which several heavy fragmentssZmaxù3d are
stripped from the projectile nuclei are also accompanied by
several alpha particles. The fractional yield of nuclear frag-
mentation channels without projectile fragments that are
heavier than helium fragments is about 27% of the total
sample and the most frequent in these channels are those
with one alpha fragment and represents almost 10% for all
projectiles. The interactions in which the projectile nuclei
break up into single charged particles represent<14% of the
total sample and are mostly due to central collisions in which
the majority of projectile nucleons have participated in the
first stage of the collisions, i.e., in the process of particle
production.

The disruptive nuclei that havekEBl.8 MeV are mostly
stripped associated with the hydrogen fragments while the
fragmented nuclei havingkEBl,8 MeV are tendency
emerged accompanied with helium fragments. It is interest-
ing to note that this data set for24Mg, 28Si, and32S does not
give any evidence of the occurrence of binary fission in the
charge range of 3øZmaxø8.
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The stripped heavier projectile fragments are the most
abundant from the interactions with the light target nuclei
(the gentle low-temperature processes) while the lighter pro-
jectile fragments emerged enhancement in the interactions
with the heavy target nuclei(the violent high-temperature
processes); indicating the role of the impact parameter colli-
sion in the fragmentation mechanism. For a hydrogen target
there are no events withnf =0, while 80% of events have

only one fragment withZmax.2. For heavier targetssAgBrd,
the fraction of events withnf =0 increases with increasing
target mass. The disruption of the residual projectile nuclei is
more pronounced in interactions with heavy nuclei than with
light ones. The fragmentation of the nuclei undergoing these
energetic interactions may proceed through the creation of a
residual excited nucleus and then a slow deexcitation, which
proceeds by consecutive emission of nuclear fragments.
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